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INTRODUCTION 

 The recent revival of Thor in “Marvel” movies has brought a surge of interest to 

the ancient Viking Age. Thor and other Nordic characters as strong and invincible, and 

this image has influenced various company names, from cookware to river cruises. 

When Vikings come to mind in popular culture, people often envision a muscular, 

fierce-looking warrior with a wild beard. One of the most obvious characteristics of a 

Viking is strength. If you simply type in the word “Viking” in a search engine and look 

at the images, all you will find is wild, ferocious looking men in horned helmets with 

axes and shields. Vikings have inspired mascots for sports teams from the middle 

school level to professional level; for example, the Minnesota Vikings NFL team’s logo 

depicts a mean-looking man with long, blonde hair, a moustache, and a horned helmet, 

and he is glaring at his opponents. The beloved comic strip “Hägar the Horrible” 

depicts a humorous side of the Vikings, showing the main character Hägar as a 

heavyset, primitive looking Viking in scruffy clothing and a horned helmet. The comic 

shows Hägar constantly raiding castles in England with his band of warriors. Even on 

the History Channel show Vikings, the form of popular culture that has a particular 

claim to be scholarly and more historically accurate, the Vikings are portrayed the same 

way as works in popular culture, mainly showing the fighting and raiding aspect of the 

Viking Age. Some of the words on the website used to describe the Vikings’ lives on the 
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show are “brutal,” “warfare and bloodshed,” “pagan,” and “raider,” and they focus on 

the battles and the “ambition” of a “Viking warrior” ("Vikings").  

It is no wonder that even the History Channel depicts behavior that led to these 

stereotypes of the Vikings because many historical documents also portray the same 

view of the Vikings. After the first Viking raid on Lindisfarne in England in 793, a 

Northumbrian wrote in a letter, “Never before has such a terror in Britain as we have 

now suffered from a pagan race, nor was it thought that such an inroad attack from the 

sea could be made” (Sawyer 1). The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records the many Viking 

raids on the United Kingdom during the Viking Age. Because the Vikings were at their 

worst when raiding, the Anglo-Saxons did not show the Vikings in a good light and 

portrayed them as “heathen men” who wanted to slaughter Christians and burn down 

their churches, and it is these images that stuck in the mind of the victims when they 

were attacked (Ingram). In 793, the year of the first Viking raid, it was recorded that 

“heathen men made lamentable havoc in the church of God in Holy-island, by rapine 

and slaughter” (Ingram). Throughout the Viking Age, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports 

the many raids and battles with the Vikings, such as an attack in 870 that says, “At the 

same time came they to Medhamsted, burning and breaking, and slaying abbot and 

monks, and all that they there found. They made such havoc there, that a monastery, 

which was before full rich, was now reduced to nothing” (Ingram). These letters and 
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reports only include the horrific accounts of Viking raids and say nothing else about the 

lives of the Vikings.  

These historical documents about the raids also inspired Anglo-Saxon literature, 

which shows the same view of the Germanic culture that produced the Vikings. Beowulf, 

which was written during the Viking attacks on England, includes a scene where a 

woman sings a song of mourning because she can see the “shame and captivity” that is 

coming to her and other women with the invasion of the Swedish ancestors of the 

Vikings (Child 62). It is not very surprising that these stereotypes exist when there are 

historical documents and literature showing them in such a negative light. While this 

portrayal is accurate, it only shows one side. The Anglo-Saxons were frequently on the 

losing side of the battle against the Vikings, so they did not show them in a positive 

light. It is true that Vikings did raid countries and burn and slaughter in churches, but 

many of them were not primarily after Christians; much of the money in a village was 

kept in the local church, which made it an attractive target for Vikings and other raiders 

(Fitzhugh).  

While the stereotypical “brutal” warrior side of the Vikings is true and it is these 

portrayals in history that influence stereotypes today, this is a narrow view and 

incomplete; many of the Vikings were peaceable, Christian farmers in Scandinavia and 

used their ships for trading rather than raiding. While it is understandable why the 
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stereotypical view of the Vikings is one-dimensional, the modern representation of 

Vikings and Nordic mythology is not a full representation of the lives of the Vikings. 

The one-dimensional view is just what has garnered the most attention. As historian 

P.H. Sawyer explains, “Some [Vikings] were traders and others were settlers who only 

wanted peace, but it is the [raiders] who have attracted most attention. This was the 

Viking period and whatever Scandinavian achievements there were in art, ship-

building or trade, all are qualified as ‘Viking’” (4-5). If one studies the Vikings 

thoroughly, one discovers they were multi-faceted and not just raiders and pillagers. As 

archaeologist Julian Richards explains, “In different contexts Vikings have been 

marauders, merchants, manufacturers, poets, explorers, democrats, statesmen, or 

warriors” (2).  

A particularly helpful way for a general reader to get a sense of the depth of the 

Vikings and to see all the different roles they played is to read the Icelandic sagas. The 

Icelandic sagas, set around the tenth century and written throughout the thirteenth 

century, go beyond the stereotypes depicted in the media today and to see the 

complexity of the Vikings. The family sagas especially show the complexity because 

they show the inside lives of the farmers in Iceland; they are a good place to see history 

come to life. Although the sagas focus on the historical people in Iceland, they give a 

full and accurate representation of Scandinavian Vikings when they weren’t raiding. 

Although the sagas focus primarily on life in Iceland, they are a good example of the 
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lives of all the Vikings in Scandinavia; there is no equivalent to the Icelandic sagas in 

other Scandinavian literature, but the sagas provide reliable evidence about Viking 

culture outside Iceland since they depict in some detail Iceland’s ongoing contact with 

Norway and other Scandinavian countries. These sagas are widely held to be a 

representation of the Vikings and have inspired many translations and other pieces of 

literature. This paper will look at Viking culture through the lens of the Laxdaela Saga, a 

particularly compelling saga that depicts the life of the complex Vikings in Iceland 

through aspects of government, feuding, women’s roles, farming, trading, and 

Christianity.  

OVERVIEW OF THE VIKING CHARACTER 

The Icelandic sagas show the Viking Age in all its complexity. The term Viking 

actually simply means “someone who kept his ship in a bay, either for trading or 

raiding” (Magnusson, Vikings! 9), but it tends to have a negative connotation today. The 

term Viking Age mainly refers to the raiding Vikings, but there is more to that time 

period.  Heather O'Donoghue, professor of Old Norse literature, explains, “The term 

‘viking’ is a major site of contention amongst scholars. Strictly speaking, it denotes 

marauding bands of Scandinavian pirates, but since a whole era in European history 

has been named after them, the term has been loosely applied to many aspects of the 

culture of that period” (2). History shows a more complete truth about the Vikings. The 
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Vikings had many different occupations, such as farmers and traders, and none of them 

actually wore horned helmets (J.P.P.). As Viking historian Johannes Brøndsted writes, 

“Their principal peaceful activities were partly the ancient ones of hunting and fishing, 

and partly the more recent ones of agriculture, cattle breeding, and, finally, trading” 

(228). Jane Smiley, who wrote the introduction for an edition of the sagas called The 

Sagas of the Icelanders and wrote historical fiction like The Greenlanders about the Vikings, 

agrees with Brøndsted on the many different roles the Vikings had. She writes, “The 

Norsemen were not merely Viking marauders, however. A people of great 

organizational genius and maritime skill, they were traders, explorers, settlers, land 

owners and, on an increasingly large scale, able political leaders” (xv). 

Despite archaeological evidence and historical documents about the peaceful 

farmer Vikings, they are still seen as violent warriors even though they often actually 

had positive influences. Icelander Magnus Magnusson defends the Vikings in his many 

books and sheds new light on what many of them were actually like. A scholar of 

Iceland and the Vikings, he translated four volumes of Icelandic sagas and wrote many 

books on the history of Vikings and their lives as farmers. Magnusson writes, “The 

Vikings were cast in the role of Antichrist, merciless barbarians who plundered and 

burned their way across the known world, heedless of their own lives or the lives of 

others, intent only on destruction and pillage” (Vikings! 7). He writes that, in contrast, 

the Vikings actually had a “positive impact” on many countries and “their influence 
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was much more constructive, more pervasive and extensive than they are generally 

given credit for”; he explains that the Vikings were an inventive and influential people, 

as can be seen with the construction of their ships, which were strong and swift and 

allowed them to sail all over the world (Vikings! 7-8). The Vikings would not have had 

such an impact on the world without their ships, with both raiding and peaceful 

trading. Sawyer writes,  

“The significance of [their ships] can hardly be overemphasized. The Viking 

 activity, both raiding and trading, depended on reliable sailing ships, and 

 without them the long sea crossings would not have been possible […] The 

 Scandinavians of the Viking period are seen to have been masters of design and 

 use of sailing ships, and it was the possession of these cunningly contrived 

 vessels that gave them one of their most important technical advantages in both 

 peace and war.” (77-82) 

These well-constructed ships helped the Vikings not only raid but also explore 

and travel, which led them to be more cultured and educated. The Vikings were 

excellent seamen and navigators and ventured around what is now the United 

Kingdom and groups of northern islands like the Faroes and Hebrides. These ships did 

allow them to raid and surprise their victims because they were able to sail up rivers or 

in shallow waters, which had not been done before. However, many were also explorers 
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and traders. The extensive travelling and exploring made them very cultured and 

educated, and, contrary to popular belief, many of the Vikings were actually Christians 

and not pagans.  

As Iceland scholar Terry G. Lacy writes that Christians valued education, and in 

Iceland, “the church needed schools to train the priesthood and therefore established 

centers of learning at the two bishoprics” (35). Icelander and professor of history 

Gunnar Karlsson writes that no pagan runic inscriptions have been found in Iceland, 

but many Christian relics have been found, which shows that Christianity was very 

prevalent in Viking Age Iceland (16). The Vikings were often very loyal, pious 

Christians, and they were also very loyal to their family and friends, which is shown in 

many of their social decisions and even in the government they established in Iceland. 

As professor of Viking history Jesse Byock explains, “The operation of law was 

connected to advocacy, a core dynamic in the society which, together with friendships 

and kinship ties, did much to shape social behavior” (2).  

THE ICELANDIC SAGAS 

All the different facets of the Vikings come to life in the Icelandic sagas. The 

Icelandic sagas are about the lives of these Vikings and show all their different lifestyles 

and the different aspects of how Iceland became a more unified country. Lacy writes, 

“The sagas give us a vibrant view of medieval life: feasts, fighting, weddings, the 
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settlement of law cases, gift-giving, and above all the preservation of honor” (40). Some 

of the sagas do reinforce the stereotypical Viking lifestyle of raiding and pillaging, but 

others go beyond the stereotype and show the more human side of the Vikings and the 

key aspects of their lives as farmers and traders; the sagas were written more to show 

the formation of a society than to show violence. Many sagas show different aspects of 

the lives of the Vikings, and this paper will use the Laxdaela Saga to show the diverse 

sides of the Vikings in areas such as their government, feuding, women, daily life, 

trading, and Christianity.  

 Although the Laxdaela Saga and other sagas show the historical side of the 

Vikings and recount stories of some historical characters, they are literature first. There 

are many genres, from family sagas to the kings’ sagas. The Laxdaela Saga is one of the 

family sagas, and, according to Viking scholar Stefan Einarsson, the family sagas are 

about the “Icelandic heroic farmers of the saga age” (122). There is a tension between 

fact and fiction in the sagas because while there are mythical and magical parts, the 

portrayal of the daily lives of Iceland’s first settlers and many events in the sagas are 

historical (Smiley xviii). Viking scholar and lecturer William Short gives a straight-

forward explanation of the sagas and says, “The Icelanders invented a new form of 

literature and created engrossing stories about the people who settled Iceland and who 

formed and lived in the new state under the new government” (2). These sagas are 

wonderful pieces of literature because while they create interesting stories to show the 
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formation of Iceland as a unified country, they also allow readers to have a glimpse into 

the lives of the first settlers of Iceland from families farming to the settling of feuds in 

court. One reviewer says, “the absolute flower and glory consist of four great sagas, 

each dealing with the personal history of a noble family, and each exhibiting in its 

purest form life in the Icelandic Commonwealth before the introduction of Christianity” 

(“The Saga”). Icelanders take great pride in the “flower and glory” of the sagas, and 

Smiley, who is not an Icelander but agrees about their importance and value, calls them 

“the crowning achievement of medieval narrative art in Scandinavia” (xviii).  

Many of the saga scholars like Smiley do not have any Scandinavian blood; they 

simply recognize that Iceland and the Vikings had an impact on much of the world, and 

the sagas show who they were. The sagas show historical events, and they are vital to 

understanding the Vikings and how they helped shape much of the Western world 

with everything from the introduction of a parliament government to exploring new 

lands. O'Donoghue says, “the picture of society evident from the family sagas – a body 

of almost fifty texts – is remarkably consistent. It is, in fact, as consistent as if saga 

authors were describing an actual historical society” (29-30). The fact that the Icelanders 

wrote so many sagas shows not only their pride in their country’s history, but also how 

educated and resourceful they were for being able to record the first Icelanders’ history 

a couple hundred years after the Viking Age ended.  
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THE LAXDAELA SAGA 

Although the Laxdaela Saga is considered fictional literature, many of its events 

and characters are historical and it portrays an authentic aspect of Viking life. 

Magnusson writes, “As far as Laxdaela Saga is concerned, most of the major characters 

are undoubtedly historical personages, and many of the major landmarks in their lives 

are corroborated by other historical sources” (Laxdaela Saga 21). He writes that Gudrun, 

one of the main characters in the saga, was the great-grandmother of Iceland’s first 

vernacular historian, Ari Thorgilsson the Learned (Laxdaela Saga 22). Ari the Learned 

records the lives of his great-grandmother and other historical characters from the sagas 

in The Book of Settlements, which follows the lives of the Icelanders from the first settlers 

through the twelfth century (Palsson 1). This also shows the validity of the Laxdaela Saga 

as a historical text as it portrays authentic aspects of Viking life, such as feuding, 

farming, and trading. Magnusson writes in one of his translations, 

 “Laxdaela Saga reflects a European outlook and attitude more than any of the 

 other major sagas of the thirteenth century; and yet it is also one of the most 

 essentially Icelandic of all the sagas, the truest of the Family Sagas proper, a 

 dynastic chronicle that sweeps from generation to generation for 150 years from 

 the Settlement of Iceland by the Norsemen late in the ninth century.” (Laxdaela 

 Saga 9)  
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Laxdaela Saga also shows more intimate aspects of the lives of the first Icelanders 

and their relationships, from feuding to fostering and from marriage to divorce. Much 

of the Laxdaela Saga focuses on family and relationships, and it is also a little different 

because it also includes more romantic elements than the other sagas. According to 

Einarsson, it is also “inspired by the heroic spirit of the Eddic tragedies […] and 

touched by the new spirit of courtesy and romance-quite lacking in the other sagas” 

(128). The romance aspects allows the audience to see a more intimate and human view 

of the Vikings. But even with the romantic elements, it still has historical aspects. 

The audience can see the humanized view of the Vikings through the aspect of 

family life that continues throughout the saga. The Laxdaela Saga follows the lives of 

generations of a family descended from Ketill Flatnose, and it starts with their move 

from Norway to Iceland. Much of his family start their lives there by farming and 

building houses and churches, and many young men travel to Norway for blessings 

from the king, which is an event reported in many of the other sagas, as well. Ketill’s 

daughter Unn arrives in Iceland with her family and travels around parts of Iceland 

until settling and building a homestead. She names locations as she travels throughout 

the country, and many of the names are still in use today. At one place, she loses her 

comb, so she names the area “Combness” (Press 8). “Laxdaela” translates to 

Salmonriver-Dale, and the Laxdaela Saga follows the lives of the families who live in that 

valley.  
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In the midst of the characters’ daily lives in the Salmonriver-Dale, a love triangle 

forms between Gudrun, a woman who was prophesied to lose all four of her husbands, 

and Kjartan and Bolli, two foster-brothers. Smiley describes fostering as “sworn 

brotherhood,” and a friend or family member would often take in a child to raise as 

their own to strengthen relationships between families (xl). Kjartan is the son of Olaf 

Peacock, who is the son of a man named Hoskuld and a slave girl named Melkorka, 

who is revealed to be an Irish princess. Olaf Peacock fosters his nephew, Bolli, to create 

peace with his brother, and Bolli and Kjartan become best friends as they grow up.  

Kjartan and Bolli remain close as adults, and they go to Norway to win the favor 

of the king. Kjartan asks Gudrun to wait for three years for him, but Bolli returns to 

Iceland sooner than Kjartan. Kjartan, despite his promise, is still with the king, so Bolli 

persuades Gudrun to marry him, becoming her third husband. After Kjartan returns, he 

marries another woman, causing relations between the two families grow bitter as 

jealousy rears its head, and Gudrun persuades Bolli and her brothers to kill Kjartan 

after she feels he had shamed her. Bolli is killed for revenge and to honor Kjartan’s 

death shortly after. After getting revenge on Bolli’s killers, Gudrun’s sons leave to travel 

to Norway and Constantinople. Gudrun marries for the last time. After her fourth 

husband dies, she becomes a nun and lives out the rest of her days building a church. 

Some of the many themes that are portrayed in the Laxdaela Saga are love and jealousy, 

the strength of women, honor, pride, and loyalty, difficulty of keeping the peace, and 
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towards the end, repentance and forgiveness. In addition to the themes, the saga shows 

very clearly several key aspects of Viking life, such as government, outlawry and 

feuding, women’s rights, daily lifestyle, trade and exploration, and Christianity.  

THE SETTLEMENT OF ICELAND 

The settlement story of Iceland is one way to see the Vikings’ complexity. It is 

believed that the first Viking settlers arrived on Iceland’s shores in 874 (Karlsson 12).  

Many people immigrated to Iceland from Norway towards the end of the ninth century 

to escape oppression from the new king, Harald Fairhair. This is shown in the Laxdaela 

Saga because it begins with characters fleeing Norway to escape the new king. We are 

told that Ketill Flatnose, a chieftain in Norway, advised his children to leave because 

King Harald the Fairhaired was so powerful “that no folkland king or other great men 

could thrive in the land unless he alone ruled what title should be theirs” (Press 2). The 

family split up with some leaving for Iceland and others first settling in Scotland and 

later going to Iceland, similar to that of most Iceland families (Press 5-7). Because so 

many people moved to Iceland to escape the tyranny of the new king, it shows that the 

Vikings were independent and resourceful. They had the wealth and resources to 

completely uproot their lives and move to a foreign land to start new lives. They 

wanted to have farms and live peacefully without feeling oppressed by the new king. 
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Because of the Vikings’ wealth, resources, and drive, they had tendencies for both 

violence and peace that existed side by side.   

These independent Vikings were the first settlers in Iceland. Although a few Irish 

monks had taken refuge in Iceland, the Vikings had the first permanent settlement. 

Ingólfur Arnarson led a group of settlers to Iceland and established a grouping of farms 

at Reykjavík, Iceland’s current capital. More and more people came to Iceland during 

the “landnàm” (the land-taking), which started around 874, and for about sixty years, 

ten to twenty thousand people immigrated to Iceland (Short 128). The construction of 

their ships allowed them to travel with supplies for long distances because they were 

large but shallow, which helped them carry a large load while still being able to sail 

quickly (Byock 10). The construction of their ships is familiar evidence of their 

government and shows this same ingenuity put to a different use.   

GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE 

Since the chieftains and kings, like Ketill Flatnose and other characters in the 

saga, had fled Norway to avoid giving up their power, after they came to Iceland, they 

established a new government without an all-powerful executive branch. Many of the 

first settlers were lords and chieftains from Norway who fled the oppressive king who 

wanted to unify and rule Norway as the only king (“The Republic of Iceland”). Viking 

scholar Holger Arbman writes, “The men who went to Iceland had had a position 
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independent of the king, […] one gets the impression from accounts of Icelandic life in 

the sagas that a reaction against the new concept of the State was a powerful force” 

(107). Standing up to the king and creating a new government without a king or other 

executive power was part of the Icelanders’ new national identity; they took great pride 

in their new settlement.  

The Icelanders took their national identity and pride and formed their 

government around it. The country took shape after its government and laws were 

established. The Vikings in Iceland created their parliament called the Althing, which is 

the general assembly and annual meeting of all Icelanders and has been called the first 

and oldest parliament in the world (Magnusson, Iceland Saga 134). Their government 

was very well constructed for such “brutal” and “blood thirsty” heathens ("Vikings"). It 

is a source of pride for many Icelanders like Magnusson who says, “I can never resist 

reminding my skeptical friends that it was these allegedly pitiless savages who 

introduced the very word ‘law’ into the English language” (Vikings! 7-9). The 

intelligence behind the Vikings’ government and system spread across the Western 

world, and many words and concepts are still in use today, such as the many 

parliament governments around the world.  

Because many of the new settlers had been noblemen and lords in Norway, they 

wanted keep as much control as possible instead of just becoming common peasants. 
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Modern audiences might be surprised to learn that the Vikings were cooperative and 

worked together to form their new government instead of being selfish savages. The 

new Icelanders did not want to bow to one king and become powerless, and “because 

of their flight from oppression, the Icelandic settlers did not form any central 

government for their new country “(“The Republic of Iceland”). This required them to 

work as a team instead of fighting over who would be king. Everyone in Iceland came 

together to meet at the þing, or the Althing (“The Republic of Iceland”). A “thing” was a 

meeting in a region or community, and the Althing was the big meeting for all of 

Iceland. The lack of the king shows the Icelanders’ cooperation and want for consensus. 

The Vikings actually wanted to get along and wanted peace, which can be seen with the 

organization of their government. At the Althing, the Lawspeaker used the Law Rock to 

make public announcements and to announce new laws.  

JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

The Vikings weren’t entirely tranquil, and feuds did break out. When that 

happened, disputes were settled in a court called Fifth Court, the judiciary branch, and 

laws were made by the Law Council (Karlsson 22). The Fifth Court and the Law 

Council had very specific roles to best serve the country. The Vikings had the foresight 

to create an elaborate and detailed government. Both the Fifth Court and the Law 

Council were made up of goðar, who were elected lords that kept the peace in the 
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different regions and protected their followers. The Fifth Court was comprised of forty-

eight judges who had been nominated by chieftains. There were so many judges 

because, as Byock says, “Consensus played a prominent role in decision-making, and 

Iceland’s medieval governmental features find their roots in issues that specifically 

concerned the political and legal rights of free farmers” (1). It was the judges who 

decided the rulings on cases brought to the court, and disputes started in lower courts 

and would move up to the Fifth Court if needed. Many of the disputes settled in courts 

were feuds between families (Karlsson 23). In one of the many examples of disputes in 

the Laxdaela Saga, after a man named Hrut gave one of his slaves his freedom and gave 

him a homestead, it was discovered that he had built it on another man’s land. They 

disputed over where the boundary lines were, and Hrut needed to consult his lawyers 

and bring the matter to court (Press 52).  

To settle these disputes, the legislative branch created laws. Contrary to popular 

belief, the Vikings actually did try to be fair when creating laws and had many people 

on the Law Council, the legislative branch of the government, in order to be more 

balanced and objective. The Law Council was comprised of the Lawspeaker and all 

goðar, who were accompanied by two farmers. As Byock says, the goðar “were more 

like political leaders than the warrior chiefs of many contemporary cultures” (13). The 

role of the goðar is just one example of many that shows the Vikings’ progressive 

nature. There were thirty-nine to forty-eight goðar to represent all twelve regions of 
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Iceland at the Althing. Along with representing their followers, they led and protected 

them, and the number of followers they had depended on how well they did their job 

because people could change who they followed if they wanted. Margaret Arent, who 

translated an edition of the Laxdaela Saga, writes, 

 “The number of goðar was limited, and the title was generally hereditary. The 

 farmers reserved the right to choose the goði whom they wished to follow, but 

 loyalty to a certain one usually became more or less habitual. The relationship 

 was thus one of mutual trust and agreement – the old Germanic code of loyalty 

 between chieftain and followers.” (xvi)  

A man named Snorri is a prominent goði in the Laxdaela Saga, and the audience can see 

how he influences his followers and helps them settle disputes. 

After the structure for the government was in place, the Icelanders’ 

thoughtfulness can be seen in its functioning. The government both created and 

enforced the laws. Although some were prone to violence, the Vikings were not 

generally lawless and did seek justice when laws were broken. The Fifth Court at the 

Althing would take the biggest cases, and a common punishment for committing a 

crime was payment in fines (Karlsson 24). When the fines did not work or if the crime 

was extreme, the court would banish the perpetrator, which would make them an 

outlaw. Arent writes,  
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“Outlawry, fines, and settlements had to be enforced by the plaintiff. The petty 

slights and insults to one’s honor which occasioned bloody revenge and 

internecine feuds seem exaggerated and pathetic by present-day standards, yet 

these were the codes by which men lived, passionately at times, and violently. 

Justice did not necessary pre-suppose killings; there were peaceable men who 

strove to settle differences in a way that would do both sides honor without the 

spilling of blood.” (xvii) 

An outlaw would be forced to leave his home and family. Banishment could be for life 

or for just a few years depending on the gravity of the crime, and the outlaws could be 

banished from Iceland or just banished to the woods and away from civilization. Viking 

Erik the Red is a famous historical outlaw for murdering his neighbor over grazing 

rights, which shows that he was a farmer and valued his farm. He was banished from 

Iceland, which led him to discover Greenland after he left (Karlsson 28).  

Outlawry is also portrayed in many different parts of the Laxdaela Saga, like in 

the case of the main feud that is started when Bolli and Gudrun’s brothers kill Kjartan. 

We are also told that a man named Hjalti Skeggjason is an outlaw at the Althing for 

“blaspheming the gods,” so he lives out his banishment in Norway (Press 93). There is 

another case of outlawry when two men named Hall and Thorolf have an argument 

while dividing their catch after fishing, and their fight gets so heated that Thorolf kills 
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Hall. Thorolf knows he will be banished for his crime, so he runs for help from a 

relative named Vigdis, the wife of Thord Goddi. Because they are related and the 

Icelanders felt great loyalty to their blood, Vigdis allows Thorolf to stay with them, 

despite the objections from her husband.  

In another case of outlawry in the Laxdaela Saga, the Vikings are portrayed as 

forgiving and fair. A man named Grim is an outlaw, and he gets in a fight with a man 

named Thorkell. When Grim is winning, he tells Thorkell that he will give him his life 

in exchange for repayment of whatever Thorkell sees fit. Thorkell is true to his word 

and tells Grim, “I have found you a valiant man […] I will give you as much 

merchandise as you need” (Press 133). Some Vikings would also exhibit a sort of self-

exile to keep themselves out of trouble. Olaf’s brother Thorliek makes some neighbors 

angry when he tries to buy some horses, and in order to keep the peace between 

families, he leaves Iceland to live abroad (Press 82). The example of Thorliek shows the 

saga author’s desire to present a positive model for conflict resolution and the 

importance of self-control.   

FEUDING  

One of the most frequent reasons why families would find themselves at the 

Althing or condemned to outlawry was feuding. Feuds were so extensive that the 

Icelanders had at least sixteen different words for feuds (Byock 224). But, as Byock 
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writes, these disputes a “controlled type of feuding” and people did not argue or kill 

just for the fun of it (224). People would often seek justice in courts if a family member 

had been killed in a feud, because they had a desire to make things right and fair. Byock 

writes, “Icelandic leaders may have acted tough, but ultimately they proved their mettle 

in court and in arbitrations” (225). Going to court was a very grave situation, and the 

threat of a lawsuit wasn’t taken lightly. As Byock explains, a threat “served as a 

warning that matters would be taken from the hands of the feuding parties and placed 

into the hands of the community. At this stage many reasonable people chose to settle 

their differences themselves or through their advocates” (225).  

Many of the stories in the Icelandic sagas are centered on these feuds between 

families because they showed how violence can often hurt relationships between 

families and communities. Njal’s Saga, the most famous of the Icelandic sagas, focuses 

on a feud between two families and how they get their revenges on each other. But 

unlike the stereotypical representation of the Vikings in the media today, the Icelanders 

did not just kill each other because they were violent or enjoyed killing. They actually 

only killed for defense or when they felt it was necessary to avenge a loved one. As 

Einarsson writes, “With all the feuds and killings chronicled in the sagas-their main 

subject matter-one might jump to the conclusion that the Icelanders were a bloodthirsty 

lot. That, however, would be a decided mistake; they were not after blood but after 

restitution of honor” (132).  
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The main feud in the Laxdaela Saga is caused by the love triangle between 

Gudrun, Kjartan, and Bolli. This feud is so complex that it requires a summary. Gudrun 

and Kjartan seem to be on track to be married when Kjartan decides to leave for 

Norway unexpectedly and does not want to take Gudrun with him. He asks her to wait 

three years for him, which insults Gudrun. Bolli goes with Kjartan to Norway but 

returns to Iceland sooner and persuades Gudrun to marry him instead of Kjartan. They 

are married, but Kjartan returned to Iceland shortly after. Kjartan marries a different 

woman, and after a series of petty events, Gudrun’s anger towards Kjartan becomes so 

great that she plots an ambush to kill him. Bolli does not want to be involved, but 

Gudrun tells him, “if you cut yourself out of this journey, our married life must be at an 

end” (Press 173). Gudrun is very persuasive, and Ursula Dronke, professor of Old 

Norse, writes, “She acts her part so vigorously and with so sharp a turn of phrase (such 

sluggards in vengeance have ‘pigs’ memories,’ she declares) that she seems the perfect 

embodiment of the archetypal vengeful woman” (135).  

Gudrun gets her way, and Bolli and Gudrun’s brothers kill Kjartan and other 

members of his party, which leads to many acts of revenge. The murder of Kjartan is 

brought to court at the Althing in the Thorness district, and it is ruled that Gudrun’s 

brothers should be banished from Iceland as long as Kjartan’s brothers or son still lived 

to prevent further deaths (Press 184). Olaf “spared Bolli for the sake of their kinship” 

and would not let Bolli be banished; he only had to pay for his part in the crime in fines 
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(Press 185). The tragic feud continues when Kjartan’s brothers avenge him later and kill 

Bolli, and the feud finally ends when Gudrun’s sons kill those involved in Bolli’s 

murder. 

 Although many people are killed because of feuds in the Laxdaela Saga, they do 

not kill because they are bloodthirsty; they kill to keep their honor when they are 

insulted or to uphold the honor of someone who is killed. Although the feuds echo the 

Viking stereotype, feuds are included in the sagas to show the detrimental effects of 

violence. The saga writers deplore the violence because it shows how feuds tear apart 

long standing friendships between families. In the Laxdaela Saga, two great families of 

Iceland should have had a happy union, but jealous and feuding got in their way. The 

portrayal of feuds is more tragic than admiring.  

It is important to note that in the sagas, people do not get away with murder and 

other crimes because there are laws against these crimes; they are often punished after 

settling the lawsuit at the Althing. The violence in the Laxdaela Saga is there to portray 

the destruction between families that comes as a result. Families are often torn apart 

and friendships are ruined, like in the case of Bolli and Kjartan. They had been friends 

since infancy, but the feud caused by Gudrun tears them apart. Kjartan is saddened 

when he sees Bolli is in the ambush to kill him, and Kjartan dies in Bolli’s arms because 

they both still cared for each other, despite the vicious feud (Press 116). The feud 
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humanizes these people and shows what happens when they give into their passions; it 

is used to show regret instead of stereotypical thirst for violence.  

WOMEN’S ROLES IN VIKING CULTURE 

Gudrun is the main reason behind the feud between the families of Bolli and 

Kjartan, and women causing feuds is shown in many of the Icelandic sagas. Women are 

greatly involved in everything that happened in the sagas because they are valued and 

respected, which is very different from the way Viking women are often portrayed in 

the media today. Medieval Icelandic women in the stereotypical representation of 

Vikings are often seen being raped or sold into slavery, but women were actually very 

respected both in public and in private in the home and had more freedoms and rights 

than many other women at that time. Although they did not have as many rights as 

men, Short writes, “women enjoyed a level of respect and freedom in saga-age Iceland 

far greater than that of other European societies of that era” (36). Some of these rights 

include divorce, right to marital property, right to reclaim dowry, inheritance, right to 

own land and property, and government representation (Karlsson 26). Many of the 

rights women had were portrayed in the sagas, and as Magnusson writes, 

“In the light of the Sagas, it is clear that women played an unusually positive role 

in society for those medieval days. They were frontiers-women in action and 

spirit; they also had ‘liberated’ legal rights far in advance of the times, like the 
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right to divorce and a claim to half of the marital property. They made their 

presence felt – at times, quite literally, with a vengeance.” (Vikings! 208) 

As the sagas show, the women in Viking culture were more independent and 

were more respected for their intelligence than women in many other cultures at the 

time. Sarah Anderson, who wrote a book solely about the portrayal of women in the 

sagas and Nordic mythology, writes, “The contribution of women to human life and 

especially in the part their knowledge played in the destinies of the men in their 

communities” (239). Unlike the typical damsel in distress picture than was prevalent 

during the Middle Ages, women in the sagas were strong and intelligent. One reviewer 

writes, “Indeed, one of the features which will most forcibly strike the reader is the 

mental and physical prowess of the women” (“Once”). At the beginning of the Laxdaela 

Saga, a woman named Unn “the Deepminded” has great influence over her family and 

society, even until her death. Magnusson writes, “it is [Unn] who plays the most 

striking role in the Icelandic sagas, as the imperious founding matriarch of the Laxdaela 

Saga” (Iceland Saga 91-93). Even when she dies, Unn is respected for being strong and 

dignified up until her death because she dies on her own terms; she leaves a feast early 

and dies sitting upright in her bed (Press 9).  

Along with having more rights and having public respect, the women also 

played a large role in society and in the sagas, from fueling feuds to leading their 
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families, because they had respect in their homes and with their husbands. This is a 

stark contrast to the usual contemporary portrayal of women being raped or sold into 

slavery in the Viking Age. As seen with Melkorka in the Laxdaela Saga, women were 

often sold into slavery, but they were still more respected than many slaves at the time. 

Instead of holding her in shackles or beating her, Hoskuld respects Melkorka and even 

gives her a homestead when he finds out about her royal origin.  

The women often ran their own homesteads, and like Unn, medieval Icelandic 

women were often respected matriarchs. According to law, women’s husbands could be 

chosen by their families without their consent, but they were often consulted in 

choosing their husband (Karlsson 54). When Olaf Peacock wants to marry Thorgerd in 

Laxdaela Saga, her father asks for her input. He says, “Hoskuld, [Olaf’s] father, has 

broached a wooing on behalf of Olaf, and has sued for your hand; and I have left that 

matter mostly for you to deal with. Now I want to know your answer” (Press 71). 

Thorgerd first turns down Olaf, but she later meets with him and gets to know him and 

eventually accepts because she wants to, not because her father forced her to. When 

married, women often had great influence over their husbands. In the case of the feud 

in the Laxdaela Saga, Dronke writes that when Gudrun persuaded Bolli to kill Kjartan, 

“[Bolli] has proved that he will be a slave to her wishes” (136).  
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In keeping with this respect for their intelligence and recognition that they 

deserved a say in choosing their husband, women could also divorce their husbands if 

they had been wronged by their husbands. Often in the sagas, a woman unhappy in her 

marriage tricks her husband into providing grounds for divorce. In the previous story 

about Vigdis, she divorces herself from Thord because she felt that he went behind her 

back to turn in the outlaw Thorolf (Press 26). Because Gudrun was not happy in her first 

marriage to Thorvald, not having had a say in choosing that husband, she plotted to 

end their marriage. She sewed a shirt that was low-cut like a woman’s, and when he 

wore it, she divorced him for dressing like a woman because effeminacy was one of the 

grounds for divorce. When Gudrun divorced Thorvald, they split their wealth equally 

because women had rights to property and could have their own fortune (Press 69). 

Because Gudrun wanted to choose her next husband, she convinced Thord, man she 

loved, to spread a rumor that his wife wore men’s breeches, which was also a ground 

for divorce, and Gudrun and Thord married. She was able to choose her husband this 

time rather than being forced into another unhappy marriage.  

There are many cases of women being unhappy in the marriages and using their 

wits to trick their husbands for a divorce. Another example of this in the Laxdaela Saga 

involves a woman named Thurid, a daughter of Olaf Peacock, was in an unhappy 

marriage. Like Gudrun, decides to take matters into her own hands. When her husband 

Geirmund leaves to go trading and does not leave any money for Thurid and their 
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daughter, she sneaks onto his boat while he is sleeping and steals his beloved sword. 

She leaves their daughter with him to “[feminize] him, making him into a mother with a 

baby in his arms” (Anderson 91). Geirmund later shipwrecks, and Thurid is able to 

choose her next husband (Press 61).   

 Even though they had many rights, women did have more “feminine” tasks at 

the homestead compared to men, such as cooking and weaving. Even a strong woman 

like Gudrun did domestic tasks, but many women still managed to be the head of the 

homestead. Despite the domesticity, Gudrun uses it in an ironic way that establishes her 

strength in the face of tragedy. As head of the household, Gudrun has her husband and 

brothers obey her, and after Kjartan is killed, she compares her day to the men’s and 

says, “Harm spurs on to hard work; I have spun yarn for twelve ells of homespun, and 

you have killed Kjartan” (Press 116). But she knew the great influence she had over the 

men for them to murder Kjartan at her requested. As Anderson explains,  

“Gudrun can this be said to use the gender-determined division of labour as a 

 metaphor for the different roles and duties of men and women […] When 

 Gudrun pretends that Bolli’s killing of Kjartan is all in a day’s work and so 

 belongs to the same sphere as her own spinning, she is no doubt being ironical 

 about Bolli’s deed and refusing to see it in a heroic light. Gudrun’s spinning 
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 acquires a mythical dimension […] many have intended to designate her as the 

 spinner of a fatal web, Kjartan’s destiny.” (193-194) 

Gudrun plays a prominent role in the saga, from plotting revenges to organizing and 

working at her homestead. She and other characters like Vigdis and Thurid show how 

multi-faceted even the female Vikings were and how they were not just a submissive 

wife as can be seen in other cultures at the time.  

DAILY LIFE AND FARMING 

Even as head of the homestead, women in the sagas often work on their farms, 

and it is these more domestic tasks on the farm that some of the sagas focus on because 

they were so important for survival in Iceland. Many of the sagas glorify heroes and 

kings, but the Laxdaela Saga and other family sagas show a more domestic aspect and 

have stories about the “heroic farmers of the saga age” (Einarsson 122). There is only 

one example of raiding in the Laxdaela Saga when Thorstein, Ketill Flatnose’s grandson, 

“betook himself to warring, and harried Scotland far and wide” (Press 5). Most of the 

saga is about the typical daily lives of the Icelanders with farming and trading. Most of 

the first settlers like Unn and her descendants were farmers growing food the necessary 

for their survival.  

Karlsson wrote about the beginnings of Iceland as a country and writes that the 

land was very fertile from the volcanic ash, and the temperatures were much warmer, 
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which made Iceland great for farming (44). The climate was also much warmer than it is 

today. Karlsson writes that by the end of the Viking Age, there were at least 5,000 

farmers spread across Iceland with an average of eight people in the household to help 

on the farm (45). Animal husbandry was a big part of the Icelanders’ lives, and many 

were “sedentary pastoralists, whose households lived on milk products from cows and 

ewes and the meat of cattle, sheep, and pigs” (Karlsson 46). The Vikings would not have 

been able to survive without their farms. Arbman explains that in Iceland, “The 

population was dependent on sheep-farming, fishing and fowling” for survival and that 

because of their large amount of livestock, “much use was made of summer-pastures” 

(108). They used livestock for milk and meat, wool from sheep for clothing, and horses 

were needed for transportation.  

These farms were vital for existence in the new land, but the size of an 

Icelander’s farm was also a source of pride; instead of how many battles a man had 

been in, his status was often determined by his wealth in livestock and land. We are 

told in the Laxdaela Saga that Olaf Peacock wanted to buy land and move to an area that 

he thought was more suitable for his farm. The chapter describes how Olaf built his 

new farm with timber from the forest and driftwood that washed ashore. When 

everything was arranged, he got his “great multitude” of flocks and livestock together 

for the journey (Press 49). The saga says that “no man was richer in live stock in all 

Broadfirth” compared to Olaf (Press 49). He was so proud of his wealth that he asked 
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his father Hoskuld to stand outside and watch the caravan go by, and the line of 

animals stretched from the new farm to the old without any gaps (Press 50). Later in the 

saga, a man named Thorarin is described. It says that he is “a big man and strong” with 

“very good land but less of live stock” (Press 63). The chapter goes on to describe how 

Osvif, Gudrun’s father, bought some of Thorarin’s land because he had a “multitude of 

live stock” (Press 63). Although Thorarin is described as a big man, instead of being 

introduced to Thorarin by how many battles he had been in or by how many men he 

had killed while pillaging England, we are introduced to him by how wealthy he was as 

a farmer because a Viking’s farm was important and valuable. The word “dairy” alone 

is written in the Laxdaela Saga over fifty times, while “pillage” is never written, “battle” 

appears just three times, and “raid” is written fewer than fifteen times and it is often 

used to describe domestic fights and not raids overseas. This shows how important a 

farm was to a Viking compared to how important raiding or pillaging was.   

Since the farms and dairies were very important to the characters in the Laxdaela 

Saga, some of the main events occur while the characters are working in these settings. 

There are violent events which reveal the Vikings’ tempers, but they are notable for 

their domestic setting. In one incident, a man named Thorkell is making fun of Kjartan’s 

death, so Kjartan’s family kills him while he is herding his livestock at Goat’s Peak 

(Press 121). Later, Bolli is killed by Kjartan’s friends and family while he and Gudrun 

are working in their dairy (Press 126). When Gudrun’s group is plotting to avenge 
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Bolli’s death, the group meets in her orchard, which shows that the Icelanders grew a 

variety of crops, including fruit (Press 136). When Gudrun’s group plotted to kill Helgi, 

the man who had given Bolli his death blow. When they arrive at Helgi’s homestead, he 

is working in his dairy, and they kill him there (Press 147). All of these killings show 

that the Icelanders’ lives revolved around their farms. Many of the men in the sagas 

were wealthy chieftains with slaves and servants, but they still labored on their farm 

because it was so important to them. Their ships also had a similar system where 

everyone worked regardless of status, and Short writes that “everyone on board was 

considered a member of the crew and was expected to help, including passengers” 

(125). Contrary to their portrayal in contemporary culture, the Vikings’ days revolved 

more around working on their farms than killing or pillaging overseas. The frequency 

of appearances of the dairies and farms in the sagas show how important they were to 

the Vikings.  

TRADE AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE 

Although the Vikings were independent and able to use their farms to meet most 

of their needs, they still needed to trade for other resources. Rather than using their 

ships for raiding, many Vikings used them for trading and were wealthy merchants. 

They established trade routes with many countries as far away as southern Europe and 

the Middle East, and they would often travel around the world, not only to trade, but 
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because they thought that exploration and experiencing other cultures was important, 

which shows that they valued learning about the world. Erik the Red and his son Leif 

Eriksson are featured in the Vinland Sagas, which entails their discovery and exploration 

of Greenland and North America. The Vikings called North America “Vinland,” and 

they actually had the first settlement hundreds of years before Christopher Columbus 

(Karlsson 28).  

Like Leif Eriksson, before settling on a farm of their own, many young Icelanders 

would exploring around the world or go to Norway to establish relations with the king, 

like Kjartan, Bolli, and many other characters from the Laxdaela Saga did. They would 

often come back to Iceland richer and nobler. Gudrun’s son Bolli traveled as a 

passenger on a merchant ship so he could see the world. He started traveling to 

Norway and decided he wanted to “drift about between market towns,” so he left for 

Denmark (Press 164). Later in the saga, he traveled as far as Constantinople and served 

in the Varangian Guard and was said to be the first Icelander to do so. Bolli says, “For a 

man is thought to grow ignorant if he doesn’t ever travel beyond this country of 

Iceland” (Magnusson, Laxdaela Saga 225).  

The relationships with these countries helped establish a network of trade routes, 

which shows that the Vikings actually had friendly relations with many countries 

instead of them constantly raiding and pillaging, which is how the modern 
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representation portrays them. Trading is demonstrated in many sagas, including the 

Laxdaela Saga. We are told that Hoskuld, the father of Olaf, left Iceland to trade for 

timber in Norway and to attend a meeting about international policy between Norway, 

Denmark, and Sweden, which also portrays the intelligence of the Vikings in dealing 

peacefully in international policy. Hoskuld also buys a slave named Melkorka, who 

later becomes Olaf’s mother, which shows that the Vikings also had a slave trade 

network (Press 16). The Icelanders also traded many luxury items like wine, soapstone, 

and jewelry as well as essential items like tar and tin with other Scandinavian countries 

and even the British Isles (Short 124).  

The Icelanders also depended on their trade networks for timber. When the first 

settlers arrived, Iceland was covered in trees, but most of them were cut down to build 

the farmhouses, like Olaf did in the Laxdaela Saga when he built his new farm. Karlsson 

writes that the typical Icelanders’ two to three room homes “required ample use of 

timber” (49). Land was also cleared to build farms, and because of the volcanic ash in 

the soil, it took much longer for trees to grow back. The clearing of trees is attributed 

primarily to the Vikings because, as Short writes, “The pollen record in Iceland shows 

that birches retreated, replaced by grains and grasses, at about the same time as the 

settlement” (122). Driftwood from shipwrecks was valuable and was used for houses, 

other ships, and fuel, but it was not very common to find driftwood so imported timber 

was important. The lack of wood led to the need for trade with countries like Norway. 
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Trading for timber was uniquely Icelandic. The Vikings’ ships were large, but they had 

a short keel, which allowed them to carry large amounts of cargo while still being able 

to sail quickly. The genius of the construction of the ships made it easier to carry large 

amounts of timber (Short 124). Trading for timber is seen many times in the Laxdaela 

Saga, like when Gudrun’s fourth husband goes to Norway for timber to build a church 

(Press 172).  

CONVERSION TO CHRISTIANITY 

The Icelanders became dependent on timber from Norway, and it was this 

dependency on trade that strongly influenced Iceland’s conversion to Christianity. 

Iceland was pressured by the Norwegian king to convert to Christianity in order to 

maintain the trading network between the countries because Iceland was mainly pagan 

and the Norwegian king was Christian (Short 200). Christianity already had some 

influence on Iceland before the whole country converted because, unlike the 

stereotypical Viking of earlier centuries, many of the Icelanders were Christians. We are 

told in the Laxdaela Saga that Kjartan converted to Christianity when he was with King 

Olaf in Norway.  

While Kjartan is establishing relations with the king in Norway, he becomes 

angered when the king wants his crew to become Christians and makes threats to burn 

the king in his hall. The king overhears the threats, forgives him, and says the crew 
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could leave in peace if they wish. The king’s forgiving Kjartan instead of beheading him 

for his threats strikes a chord with Kjartan because he respected the king for not 

resorting to violence (Press 90). As seen in many cases in the saga, the Icelanders did 

not want to be violent because they could see how detrimental it was. The forgiveness 

of the king influences Kjartan to convert to Christianity. Later in the saga, Kjartan 

returns to Iceland and observes the Christian holidays, such as Lent. It is said that he 

was the first man in Iceland to fast for Lent, and “Men thought it so wonderful a thing 

that Kjartan could live so long without meat, that people came over long ways to see 

him” (Press 104). Instead being persecuted for being a Christian, Kjartan is accepted and 

respected. This shows that instead of the stereotypical view of Vikings targeting 

Christians in raids just for their religion, many pagans in Iceland actually respected 

Christians and were curious about the religion.  

There was great tolerance between the pagans and Christians in Iceland, and 

since not all the pagans immediately became Christians, in 1000, Norway pressured 

Iceland to officially convert to Christianity. The Lawspeaker Thorgeir was a pagan, and 

his wise decision is still famous today. After a discussion at the Althing, he lay under a 

cloak all night to think the matter through. The next day, he announced that Iceland 

would be Christianized because he wished to keep the peace. According to Viking 

scholar Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson, Thorgeir said, “Let us so mediate the matter between 

the two sides that each may win part of his case, and let us all have one law and one 
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religion. For this will turn out to be true, that if we rend asunder the laws we shall also 

rend the peace” (81). However, he did allow Icelanders to sacrifice to their gods in 

private and keep pagan traditions of exposure and eating horse meat to appease both 

sides. Thorgeir wanted Icelanders to have tolerance for both religions and found a 

peaceful solution (Karlsson 40). This shows Thorgeir’s wisdom and desire for 

tranquility because he found a way for Icelanders to respect both religions and to thus 

avoid conflict both within Iceland and with Norway. The Icelanders wanted peace and 

tried to avoid violence the best they could, which is quite different from the Vikings 

seen in contemporary culture.  

Because it was the government that decided to Christianize Iceland, some of the 

roles the government served changed and Christianity played a role in decisions. 

Although it wasn’t required, many of the goðar became priests, and the dynamics 

between the goði and his followers changed a bit because the goði now “fulfilled both 

political and religious functions. A goði’s authority extended over those who paid dues 

and worshiped at his temple. In exchange for this privilege and the goði’s protection, 

these followers pledged him their allegiance and support” (Arent xvi). Over the years, 

Christianity had more and more of an impact on life in Iceland, and it became a source 

of power. As Magnusson writes, “The Conversion to Christianity had a profound effect 

on Iceland, socially, politically, and culturally. Chieftains who had been in charge of 

pagan ceremonies now built churches whose tithes would add to their wealth and 
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power. Within no more than fifty years, the Church established itself as a potent new 

power factor, trafficking not just in men’s souls but also in their lands and ancient 

authorities” (Vikings! 204). This shows that the Vikings were not completely “heathen” 

as well as the great influence Christianity had on the Vikings and their lives.  

The influence Christianity had can be seen in the Laxdaela Saga. A man named 

Snorri is a goði and a priest, and he has great influence over his followers, including 

Gudrun. He fosters one of Gudrun’s sons, and her father Osvif asks Snorri to settle a 

matter about selling horses (Press 74). Snorri the Priest is such an important character 

that he is the main character in the Eyrbyggja Saga. These Christian goðar were referred 

to as “chieftain priests,” and there are many theories for why many converted to 

Christianity (Karlsson 40). Christianity influenced and affected many aspects of life in 

Iceland, and although Christianity was first established in order to maintain trade, the 

need for trade with outside countries actually increased because more merchandise was 

needed.  

Because many items used for religious practices needed to be imported, 

Christianity reinforced Iceland’s need for contact with outside world. Karlsson writes 

that some items used for religious purposes needed to be “culturally conditioned” and 

“Christianity could not be observed in a proper way without imported wine, 

 wheat, incense, and candle wax […] Prestige, education, absolution for sins, all 
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 these were available at home, but certainly not in the assortment that an 

 educated medieval society required.”(50) 

The Icelanders learned about Christianity from foreign priests sent as missionaries, and 

because Christianity was still new to the country, they needed Bibles and other religious 

items imported from countries in Europe. Because education was valued by the 

Christian world, this concept transitioned to Iceland, and more schools were established 

(Lacy 35). Bishops often established and taught at cathedral schools, and the church 

often assigned history to be documented, such as Ari Thorgilsson’s Book of Settlements 

(Karlsson 39).  

With the introduction of Christianity and schools in Iceland, the Icelanders 

became more cosmopolitan and cultured. Because of the focus of sins and forgiveness in 

Christianity, many Icelanders also became more peaceful and repentant, which is 

demonstrated with Gudrun in the Laxdaela Saga. We are told in the Laxdaela Saga that 

Gudrun converts to Christianity and becomes repentant of her sins later in her life. She 

dedicates her life to the new religion, and the saga says, “[Gudrun] was the first woman 

in Iceland who knew the Psalter by heart” (Press 173). She even decides to build a 

church, which is Iceland’s first church, and after the death of her fourth husband, she 

becomes Iceland’s first nun.  
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Christianity completely changes Gudrun’s perspective on her life, and she is no 

longer the fierce, strong-willed, vengeful woman of her youth. Gudrun becomes very 

solemn and introspective, and she “would spend long time in the church at nights 

saying her prayers” (Press 173).  She lives the rest of her life in “sorrow and grief” as a 

recluse (Press 175). After she had grown very old, her son Bolli asks her which man she 

loved the most, and she answers him mysteriously and solemnly, which shows her 

repentance and regret: “To him I was worst whom I loved best” (Press 176).  

As Magnusson explains, “It is the final, enigmatic confession of a woman seeking 

serenity and expiation after a cruelly passionate life; and Bolli is satisfied by it” (Laxdaela 

Saga 20). This image of a pious Gudrun could not be further from the blood-thirsty, 

fierce warrior picture that is painted in the media today. The construction of the 

storyline of the Laxdaela Saga is similar to the lives of the Vikings; many of the Vikings 

were more violent at the beginning of the Viking Age, but the introduction of 

Christianity made them more calm and peaceful. Short has a theory that even attributes 

Christianity with being one of the main reasons why the Viking raids ended (“Viking 

Age History”). Magnusson compares the roller coaster ride of the saga to a “long river, 

starting in a slow trickle and splitting into two streams, but gradually increasing in 

volume and power […] finally the saga flows into broader, calmer waters, a serene 

estuary as the survivors of the tragedy drift tranquilly to their old age and quiet deaths” 

(Laxdaela Saga 10).  
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CONCLUSION 

 It is the tolerance and the calmer temper of many of the Vikings from 

Christianity that may be the most salient difference when considering the ruthlessness 

of the Vikings portrayed in the media today. While many Vikings were heathen 

barbarians who raided churches, many more were relatively peaceful, Christian farmers 

and traders. Many of the aspects examined in this study of the Vikings’ lives are not 

portrayed in contemporary culture, and the stereotypes have taken over who the 

Vikings actually were. From government to women’s roles to life on the farm, Vikings 

were multi-faceted, intelligent, and, in many aspects, surprising. If one just sees the 

barbarian Viking portrayed in movies and television shows today, it would come as a 

surprise that women during the Viking Age had more rights than many women around 

the world today have. The Vikings were progressive in many other ways, like their 

complex legal system, desire for education and culture, and farming and trading 

systems. Their ingenuity and resourcefulness in the different facets of society show 

what a forward-thinking and inventive people they were.  

 Reading the Icelandic sagas is one of the best ways to encounter the surprising 

lives the Vikings had and their desire for peace, even if it didn’t always work; their 

violent tendencies could not always be quelled. They are a historical representation of 

the Vikings and show the many different sides of their complex lives, from exploring 
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the world to taking care of livestock on the farm. The sagas are also excellent pieces of 

literature and nothing else from that time period can compare to the unique mixture 

and tension between the historical and the mythical. Perhaps Magnusson sums it up 

best when he says, “The Sagas were Iceland’s greatest cultural achievement, perhaps 

the greatest achievement of European medieval literature” (Vikings! 206). 
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